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Symmetry analysis of second-harmonic generation at surfaces of antiferromagnets
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Using group theory we classify the nonlinear magneto-optical response at low-index surfaces of fcc antifer-
romagnets, such as NiO. Structures consisting of one atomic layer are discussed in detail. We find that optical
second-harmonic generation is sensitive to surface antiferromagnetism in many cases. We discuss the influence
of a second type of magnetic atoms, and also of a possible oxygen sublattice distortion on the output signal.
Finally, our symmetry analysis yields the possibility of antiferromagnetic surface domain imaging even in the
presence of magnetic unit-cell doubling.@S0163-1829~99!14625-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optical second-harmonic generation~SHG! has been
proven to be a very useful technique for the investigation
ferromagnetism at surfaces. The obvious question is if
technique can also yield some new information in the cas
more general spin configurations, such as antiferromagn
~AF! ordering. An experimental answer to this question h
been provided by Fiebiget al.,1 who obtained a pronounce
optical contrast from AF 180° domains of rhombohed
bulk Cr2O3. The authors attributed this contrast to the int
ference of magnetic and electric dipole contributions, the
ter being present only below the Ne´el temperature. Since it is
known that, incubic materials, within the electric dipole ap
proximation, optical SHG originates only from surfaces,
terfaces, or thin films, an important question is if SHG is a
sensitive to antiferromagnetism at surfaces of cubic anti
romagnets. In this paper, we will show that the surface o
cubic material can lower the symmetry of an AF fcc crys
~two-sublattice antiferromagnet! in a way similar to the
trigonal distortion in a four sublattice antiferromagnet Cr2O3.
Besides, even the imaging of AFdomainsis possible also for
many cubic materials that exhibit unit-cell doubling.

The first theoretical explanation oflinear magneto-optic
effects in ferromagnets has been given by Argyres2 in the
1950s. He used linear-response theory for current-cur
correlation functions. His microscopic explanation was
ready based on the combination of spin-orbit and excha
coupling. Experimental techniques for the detection of
domainwalls using linear optics in some special geometr
were elaborated a few years later.3 The interior of the do-
mains has been visualized in piezoelectric AF crystals us
a linear magneto-optical effect.4 However, linear optical ex-
periments suffer from mixing the desired signal with a co
tribution from other linear effects, such as birefringence
dichroism. A review of linear optical experimental metho
for the investigation of AF domains is given by Dillon.5
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~2!/1144~17!/$15.00
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The observation of domain structure in antiferromagn
is more complicated than in ferromagnetic materials sin
the reduction of the spatial symmetry is, unlike for ferroma
nets, not linked to an imbalance in the occupation
majority- and minority-spin states. On the basis of grou
theoretical considerations, Brownet al.6 proposed the use o
linear optical effects, namely gyrotropic birefringence, f
the observation of AF domains related to each other by
space-inversion operation. A theoretical review of effe
found by a group-theoretical approach is presented by
emenko and Kharchenko.7 They performed a comprehensiv
study of linear optical effects for various AF materials. A
other effect proposed recently by Dzyaloshinskiiet al.8 gives
the possibility of detecting antiferromagnetism taking adva
tage from optical path differences from antiferromagnetica
coupled but intrinsically ferromagnetic planes.

Nonlinearoptics exhibits an additional degree of freedo
since its elementary process involves three photons ins
of two in linear optics. For that reason, some authors, e
Fröhlich9 suggested the application of nonlinear optics ev
for k-selective spectroscopy, since multiphoton phenom
allow for the ‘‘scanning’’ of a small part of the Brillouin
zone, at least for semiconductors. Recently, nonlinear op
has attracted more and more attention for the investigatio
magnetism due to its enhanced sensitivity to tw
dimensionalferromagnetism.10 The magnetic effects are usu
ally much stronger than in linear optics~rotations up to 90°,
pronounced spin polarized quantum well sta
oscillations,11,12 magnetic contrasts close to 100%).13,14 An
example of ferromagnetic effects measurable only by S
deals with the existence of surface magnetism in very t
films of Fe/Cu~001! and is given in Ref. 15. Nonlinear opti
cal effects were invoked to explain the behavior of lasers
magnetic fields,16 to investigate high-temperatur
superconductors,17,18 and to study structures composed fro
alternately ferro- and antiferromagnetically ordered th
films.19 One theoretical investigation of the possibility to a
1144 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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ply nonlinear optics toantiferromagnetismwas performed by
Kielich and Zawodny.20 However, the experiments concer
ing the detection of the AF domains in materials such
Cr2O3 were carried out only recently.21,22 In the 1970s, it
was proposed23 that experimental studies of dc magnetic a
electric-field-induced SHG could become an effect
method of determining the crystal structure of solids,
symmetry of which cannot be investigated by other metho
Extending this idea towards surface crystallography provi
us with a technique for determining the spin configuration
a given surface structure. In turn, it permits us to use
known magnetic configuration for the determination of t
surface structure. All the mentioned effects are more diffic
or even impossible to obtain in linear optics, and moreo
other linear methods like neutron scattering have difficult
in probing AF spin configurations.

The nonlinear magneto-optical susceptibility tensorxel
(2v)

~the source for SHG within the electric dipole approxim
tion! has predominantly been investigated from the symm
try point of view. A classification following this approach
with tensors of a rank up to six, has been performed
Lyubchanskiiet al.24–26,13,27In Ref. 13 the authors include
the magnetization-gradient terms and apply the gro
theoretical classification to higher-rank susceptibility tenso
This approach then allows them to study the thickness
the character~Bloch vs Néel type! of domain walls. An at-
tempt by Muthukumaret al.28 to calculate thexel

(2v) tensor
elements for the antiferromagnetic Cr2O3 both from group
theory as well asfrom the microscopic point of viewis rather
unique. They implemented a (CrO6)2 cluster, thus taking
into account only half of the spins present in the element
magnetic cell. In this approximation they explained the SH
from Cr2O3 as observed by Fiebiget al.1 and they were able
to give a quantitative estimate for that. Tanabeet al.,29 how-
ever, pointed out that the occurrence of purely real or ima
nary values of the tensor elements plays a decisive role
the existence of SHG from this substance. They found
for a (CrO6)2 cluster SHG can take place only in the ca
where the tensor elements are imaginary, and thus sh
vanish in Muthukumar’s approximation. They proposed
take into account the full unit cell with four inequivalent C
ions including their ‘‘twisting’’ interaction with the environ
ment. However, Tanabeet al.neglected the dissipation in th
process of SHG,30 which is a rather crude approximation. I
general, taking into account the dissipation makes thexel

(2v)

tensor elements complex and invalidates their separatio
purely real and imaginary ones.31

Lifting the inversion symmetry of a crystal is the sour
for SHG. Lyubchanskiiet al.24,26suggested crystal lattice de
formations and displacements as possible reasons for S
from YIG films. In the case of Cr2O3 and YBa2Cu3O61d ,
described by Lyubchanskiiet al.,25,26AF ordering lowers the
symmetry of an otherwise centrosymmetric crystal. In t
paper, however, we rely on the idea that, rather than low
ing the crystal symmetry in the bulk, SHG may also res
from the breaking of inversion symmetry at the surface o
bulk inversion-symmetric system.

Magnetically active oxide layers are of importance for t
construction of tunneling magnetoresistance~TMR! devices,
where a trilayer structure is commonly used. The cen
layer of TMR devices consists of an oxide sandwiched
s
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tween a soft and a hard magnetic layer~these two layers are
often composed from the same material but of differe
thicknesses!. For these technological applications it is nece
sary to develop a technique to study buried oxide interfac
Such a technique can be SHG. One of the most promis
materials for the mentioned devices is NiO. However, to
best of our knowledge, the understanding of its detailed s
structure is scarce—even the spin orientation on the fe
magnetically ordered~111! surfaces is not known. The tech
nique presented here can shed some light on that issue.

Our paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we pres
our methods for obtaining sets of nonvanishingxel

(2v) tensor
elements. In Sec. III we present the results of our analy
first for the nondistorted surface of a simple fcc structu
~Sec. III A!, then for the the distorted one~III B !. Subse-
quently, we discuss the influence of a second kind of m
netic atoms~III C ! and of oxygen sublattice distortion~III D !.
The issue of domain imaging is addressed in Sec. III E. P
sible experimental geometries allowing for the detection
the mentioned structures and effects are discussed in Sec
The conclusions are presented in Sec. V.

II. THEORY

Based on group theory, Da¨hn et al.32 proposed a nonlinea
magneto-optic Kerr effect~NOLIMOKE! at the surface of
cubic antiferromagnets. They also gave an example of
antiferromagnetic structure~NiO! and an optical configura
tion, where this effect could be observed. Here, we perfor
complete group-theory based analysis of collinear AF
low-index crystal surfaces. Surfaces of other crystal str
tures are as well described by our theory provided they
similar to fcc crystal surfaces, i.e., squares or hexagons.
results can be used to detect the magnetic order of a spe
surface under investigation and allow for the determinat
of the surface spin configuration in some important cas
However, in order to calculate the SHG yield quantitative
it is necessary to go beyond the present study and use
tronic calculations of the nonlinear susceptibility. Grou
theory can give a unified picture of different experimen
observations and predict new effects,33 while the micro-
scopic origins of the observed phenomena may remain
clear. In order to be clear with respect to the essential no
of time reversal we would like to emphasize the point
view taken in this paper in the beginning. Here, we do n
divide xel

(2v) into even and odd parts in the magnetic ord
parameter. Instead, the behavior ofxel

(2v) with respect to the
magnetic order parameter~which for ferromagnetic materials
corresponds to the dependence ofxel

(2v) on magnetization! is
fully taken into account by the considerations of the ma
netic point group. At no stage of our consideration do
invoke the notion of time reversal, consequently we do
apply the characterization of the susceptibilityx (2v) as thec
tensor~changing its sign in the time-reversal operation! or i
tensor~invariant under the time-reversal operation!.31

Before we start our group-theoretical classification of t
nonlinear optical susceptibilities of AF surfaces we wou
like to emphasize the following four important points:

~i! We are not interested in effects resulting from theop-
tical path differencefrom adjacent crystal planes which a
ferromagnetically ordered but only antiferromagnetica
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coupled to each other. We do not consider this as an intri
AF effect.

~ii ! Cubic crystals that we are interested in reveal a ce
of inversion in the para-, ferro-, and all antiferromagne
phases. Thus, within the electric dipole approximation,
SHG signal from the bulk vanishes.

~iii ! While, in principle, linear optical methods can b
sensitive to the presence of a spin structure, in practice
are not useful because, within the group-theoretical
proach, they cannot distinguish the AF phase from eit
paramagnetic or ferromagnetic, nor can they distinguish
ferent AF configurations from each other. They have to
sort to methods like line-shape analysis, where no str
statements characteristic for symmetry analysis can be m

~iv! Although the tensor elements for all the magne
point groups are known and tabulated in the literature~e.g.,
Ref. 34!, the connection between the different spin config
,
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rations described by us and the mentioned symmetry gro
has not been made, except for some easy cases.32 Thus, for
SHG from antiferromagnetic surfaces there has been u
now no connection between the group-theoretical classifi
tion and the real situations found in experiments.

The following part of the text should explain the fund
mentals of applying NOLIMOKE observations to investiga
antiferromagnetism of surfaces.

Now we turn to SHG, the source of which is the nonline
electrical polarizationPel

(2v) given by

Pel
(2v)5e0xel

(2v) :E(v)E(v). ~1!

Here, E(v) is the electric field of the incident light, while
xel

(2v) denotes the nonlinear susceptibility within the elect
dipole approximation, ande0 is the vacuum permittivity. The
intensity of the outgoing SHG light is35
I (2v);~ I 0!2F F~Q,F,2v!S xxxx xxyy xxzz xxyz xxzx xxxy

xyxx xyyy xyzz xyyz xyzx xyxy

xzxx xzyy xzzz xzyz xzzx xzxy

D f ~q,w,v!G 2

, ~2!
ems
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where I 0 is the intensity of the incident light,F()@ f ()# de-
scribe Fresnel and geometrical factors for the incident~re-
flected! light, q and Q angles of incidence and reflection
respectively (q5Q), and F(w) is output ~input! polariza-
tion angle. According to Neumann’s principle, ‘‘any type
symmetry which is exhibited by the crystal is possessed
every physical property of the crystal.’’34 To examine these
physical properties, we determine the magnetic point gr
of the crystal lattice, thus determine its symmetries. T
same symmetries must leave the investigated property te
~in our case the nonlinear electric susceptibilityxel

(2v)) in-
variant. This fact is mathematically expressed by the follo
ing condition:

xel,i 8 j 8k8
(2v)

5 l i 8 i l j 8 j l k8kxel,i jk
(2v) , i , j ,k,i 8, j 8,k85x,y,z. ~3!

Here, l n,n8(n5 i , j ,k,n85 i 8, j 8,k8,) is a representation of a
element of the magnetic point group describing the crys
For symmetry operations including the time reversal th
should be an additional ‘‘6 ’’ sign in Eq. ~3!, but we do not
use it here since we exclude the time reversal from our c
sideration. In particular, from Eq.~3! it follows immediately
that polar tensors of odd rank~such asxel

(2v)) vanish in in-
version symmetric structures. This explains why SHG is p
sible only at surfaces and interfaces, where this symmetr
broken. For a given spin configuration we apply Eq.~3! for
every symmetry operation exhibited by the system. Th
each of these symmetries gives rise to a set of 27 equa
with 27 unknown elements of the tensorxel

(2v) . This set can
be reduced to 18 equations, since

xel,i jk
(2v) 5xel,ik j

(2v) , ~4!

which expresses the equivalence of the incident photon
frequencyv, see also the reduced notation in Eq.~2!. The
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analytic solution of even this reduced set of equations se
cumbersome, but the set can be split into several decou
subsets. For example, an obvious subset in every case i
equation xzzz5xzzz, this tensor element occurs nowhe
else. The rank of other subsets is, for our cases, never hi
than six. In this manner, one may obtain a set of forbidd
elements of the susceptibility tensor as well as relations
tween existing ones.

III. RESULTS

First, we will define the notions of ‘‘phase,’’ ‘‘case,’’ and
‘‘configuration,’’ used henceforth to classify our result
‘‘Phase’’ describes the magnetic phase of the material,
paramagnetic, ferromagnetic, or AF. Secondly, the w
‘‘configuration’’ is reserved for the description of the ma
netic ordering of the surface. It describes various possibili
of the spin ordering, which are different in the sense of
pology. We describe up to 18 AF configurations, denoted
little letters ~a! to ~r!, as well as several ferromagnetic co
figurations, denoted as ‘‘ferro1,’’ ‘‘ferro2,’’ etc. The numbe
of possible configurations varies depending on surface or
tation. Thirdly, we describe different ‘‘cases,’’ i.e., add
tional structural features superimposed on the symm
analysis. ‘‘Case A’’ does not have such additional featur
In ‘‘case B’’ we address distortions of the lattice. ‘‘Case C
deals with two kinds of magnetic atoms in an undistort
lattice. In ‘‘case D’’ we take into account a distorted subla
tice of nonmagnetic atoms, keeping the magnetic sublat
undistorted. All the analysis concerns collinear antiferrom
nets, with one easy axis.

The tables show the SHG response types for each c
figuration. The various response types are encoded b
‘‘key,’’ which is then decoded in Table I. This table presen
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TABLE I. Details of SHG response types. We denotex i jk
(2v) by ijk. Odd elements are in bold if a domain operation exists.

Key Point group Symmetry operations Domain operation Nonvanishing tensor elements

a 4mm 1,2z ,64z ,2̄x ,2̄y ,2̄xy ,2̄2xy
xxz 5 xzx 5 yyz 5 yzy, zxx 5 zyy, zzz

b m 1,2̄x 2z ,2̄y
xzx 5 xxz, xxy 5 xyx, yxx, yyy, yzz,

yyz 5 yzy, zxx, zyy, zzz,zyz 5 zzy

4z ,2̄xy
no information about the parity

c m 1,2̄xy 2z ,2̄2xy
xxx 5 2 yyy, xyy 5 2yxx, xzz 5 2yzz,

xyz 5 yxz 5 xzy 5 yzx, xxz 5 xzx 5 yyz 5 yzy,
xxy 5 2yyx 5 xyx 5 2yxy, zxx 5 zyy, zzz,

zxz 5 zzx 5 2zyz 5 2zzy, zxy 5 zyx

4z ,2̄y
xxx52yyy, xyy 5 yxx, xzz 5 2yzz,

xyz 5 xzy 5 yxz 5 yzx, xxz 5 xzx 5 yyz 5 yzy,
xxy52yyx5xyx52yxy, zxx 5 zyy, zzz,

zxz5zzx5zyz5zzy, zxy5zyx
d 4 1,2z ,64z 2̄x ,2̄y ,2̄xy ,2̄2xy

xyz 5 xzy 5 2yxz 5 2yzx,

xzx 5 xxz 5 yzy 5 yyz, zxx 5 zyy, zzz
e mm2 1,2z ,2̄x ,2̄y 64z ,2̄xy ,2̄2xy

xxz 5 xzx, yyz 5 yzy, zxx, zyy, zzz

f 2 1,2z 2̄x ,2̄y
xyz 5 xzy, xxz 5 xzx, yyz 5 yzy, yzx 5 yxz,

zxx, zyy, zzz,zxy 5 zyx

64z ,2̄xy ,2̄2xy
xyz 5 xzy, xxz 5 xzx, yyz 5 yzy, yzx 5 yxz,

zxx, zyy, zzz,zxy 5 zyx
g mm2 1,2z ,2̄xy ,2̄2xy 64z ,2̄x ,2̄y

xxz 5 xzx 5 yyz 5 yzy, xzy 5 xyz 5 yzx 5 yxz,

zxx 5 zyy, zzz,zxy 5 zyx
h m 1,2̄y 2z ,2̄x

xxx, xyy, xzz, xxz 5 xzx, yyz 5 yzy,

yyx 5 yxy, zxx, zzz,zzx 5 zxz

4z ,2̄xy
xxx, xyy, xzz, xxz5 xzx, yyz 5 yzy,

yyx 5 yxy, zxx, zzz, zzx5 zxz
i 1 1 2z All the elements are allowed:

xxx, xyy, xzz, xyz 5 xzy, xzx 5 xxz,
xxy 5 xyx, yxx, yyy, yzz, yyz 5 yzy,
yzx 5 yxz, yxy 5 yyx, zxx, zyy, zzz,

zyz 5 zzy, zzx 5 zxz, zxy 5 zyx

2̄x
xxx, xyy, xzz, xyz 5 xzy, xzx 5 xxz,

xxy 5 xyx, yxx, yyy, yzz, yyz5 yzy,
yzx 5 yxz, yxy 5 yyx, zxx, zyy, zzz,

zyz 5 zzy, zzx 5 zxz, zxy 5 zyx

64z ,2̄xy ,2̄2xy
no information about the parity

j m 1,2̄2xy 2z ,2̄xy
xxx 5 yyy, xyy 5 yxx, xzz 5 yzz,

xyz 5 yxz 5 xzy 5 yzx, xxz 5 xzx 5 yyz 5 yzy,
xxy 5 yyx 5 xyx 5 yxy, zxx 5 zyy, zzz,

zxz 5 zzx 5 zyz 5 zzy, zxy 5 zyx

4z ,2̄y
xxx5yyy,xyy5yxx,xzz5yzz,

xyz 5 yxz 5 xzy 5 yzx, xxz 5 xzx 5 yyz 5 yzy,
xxy5xyx5yyx5yxy, zxx 5 zyy, zzz,

zxz5zzx5zyz5zzy,zxy5zyx
k mm2 1,2z ,2̄x ,2̄y

xxz 5 xzx, yyz 5 yzy, zxx, zyy, zzz

l m 1,2̄x 2z ,2̄y
xzx 5 xxz, xxy 5 xyx, yxx, yyy, yzz,

yyz 5 yzy, zxx, zyy, zzz,zyz 5 zzy
m 1 1 2z All the elements are allowed:

xxx, xyy, xzz, xyz 5 xzy, xzx 5 xxz, xxy 5 xyx,
yxx, yyy, yzz, yyz 5 yzy, yzx 5 yxz, yxy 5 yyx,
zxx, zyy, zzz,zyz 5 zzy, zzx 5 zxz, zxy 5 zyx

2̄x
xxx, xyy, xzz, xyz 5 xzy, xzx 5 xxz, xxy 5 xyx,

yxx, yyy, yzz, yyz5 yzy, yzx 5 yxz, yxy 5 yyx,
zxx, zyy, zzz, zyz5 zzy, zzx 5 zxz, zxy 5 zyx
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TABLE I. ~Continued!.

Key Point group Symmetry operations Domain operation Nonvanishing tensor elements

n 2 1,2z 2̄x ,2̄y
xyz 5 xzy, xxz 5 xzx, yyz 5 yzy, yzx 5 yxz,

zxx, zyy, zzz,zxy 5 zyx
o m 1,2̄y 2z ,2̄x

xxx, xyy, xzz, xxz 5 xzx, yyz 5 yzy,

yyx 5 yxy, zxx, zyy, zzz,zzx 5 zxz
p 6mm 1,2z ,63z ,66z,6(2̄') xxz 5 xzx 5 yyz 5 yzy, zxx 5 zyy, zzz

q 6 1,2z ,63z ,66z 2̄x ,2̄y
xyz 5 xzy 5 2yxz 5 2yzx, xxz 5 xzx 5 yyz

5 yzy,
zxx 5 zyy, zzz

r 3m 1,63z ,2̄y ,2̄S(xy) , 2̄S(2xy)
zxx 5 zyy, xxz 5 xzx 5 yyz 5 yzy, zzz,

xxx 5 2xyy 5 2yxy 5 2yyx
s 1 1 2̄y

All the elements are allowed:

xxx, xyy, xzz,xyz 5 xzy, xzx 5 xxz, xxy 5 xyx,
yxx, yyy, yzz, yyz 5 yzy, yzx 5 yxz, yxy 5 yyx,
zxx, zyy, zzz,zyz 5 zzy, zzx 5 zxz, zxy 5 zyx

t m 1,2̄y
xxx, xyy, xzz, xxz5 xzx, yyz 5 yzy,

yyx 5 yxy, zxx, zyy, zzz, zzx5 zxz
u 3 1,63z 2̄y

xxx 5 2xyy 5 2yxy 5 2yyx, xyz 5 xzy 5 2yxz
5 2yzx,

xzx 5 xxz 5 yyz 5 yzy, xxy 5 xyx 5 yxx
5 2 yyy,

zxx 5 zyy, zzz
w 1 1 All the elements are allowed
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the symmetries, domain operations, and nonvanishing te
elements for each response type. This is done in orde
shorten the overall length of tables, because a given resp
type can appear in several different cases.

Several spin structures depicted in Figs. 1 and 5 are
tinct configurations only in case B, and they are addresse
the tables that concern only this case. For the rest of
cases they are domains of other, fully described configu
tions, thus they are left out in these cases. The philosoph
the paper is that, to save some space, we show the
structure in one figure for each surface~Figs. 1, 4, and 5! for
all the four cases~A–D!, and depict the effects taken int
account in cases B–D only for the paramagnetic phase~Figs.
6–8!. Table I also contains the information on the parity
the nonvanishing tensor elements: the odd ones are printe
boldface. In some situations an even tensor element~shown
in lightface! is equal to an odd element~shown in boldface!,
this means that this pair of tensor elements is equal in
domain which is depicted on the corresponding figure,
they are of opposite sign in the other domain. This happ
in the structures where two pairs of domains are poss
~two distinct entries in Table I!. The tensor elements tha
change their parity in the domain operation which is t
inverse of the displayed one are shown in italic font. F
example, entry~j! of Table I shows a tensor elementxxx,
which is even under the operation 4z , this means that this
tensor element is odd under24z . This strange at the firs
sight behavior of tensor elements is caused by the fact
under these operations, tensor elements are not mappe
themselves. In our example, after applying 4z the tensor el-
ementxxx becomesyyy, without changing its sign. If we
now apply 24z , yyy ~which is now even! becomesxxx,
or
to
se
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again without changing the sign.
The parity of the elements has been checked in the op

tions 2z , 4z , and in the operation connecting mirro
domains to each other~for the definition of the mirror-
domain structure see Sec. III E!. The domain operation~s! on
which the parity depends is~are!, if applicable, also dis-
played in this table. If two or more domain operations ha
the same effect, we display all of them together. To make
Table I shorter and more easily readable some domain
erations~and the corresponding parity information for th
tensor elements! are not displayed, namely those that can
created by a superposition of the displayed domain op
tions. We also do not address the parity of tensor elemen
the 6z nor 3z operations for~111! surfaces nor any othe
operation that ‘‘splits’’ tensor elements, although these o
erations also lead to a domain structure.36 As will be dis-
cussed later~Sec. III E! it is possible to define a parity of th
tensor elements for the 3z and 6z operations, however the
tensor elements then undergo more complicated chan
The situations where the parity of the tensor elements is
complicated to be displayed in the table are indicated b
hyphen in the column ‘‘domain operation.’’ For some co
figurations, none of the operations leads to a dom
structure—in those configurations we display the inform
tion ‘‘one domain.’’ The reader is referred to the Append
for the particularities of the parity check.

As far as the first layer is concerned, we address all
spin configurations of the low index surfaces of fcc antife
romagnets, with magnetic order vector lying in plane or p
pendicular to it and antiferromagnetic coupling betwe
nearest neighbors. For the~001! surfaces we also discuss th
configurations, where the antiferromagnetic coupling ex
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between the second-nearest neighbors~configurations a, b, c
f, and o, along with d, g, and h for case B!. We do not
consider the coupling to the third and further neighbors. T
would not give rise to configurations of different symmetri
in two dimensions. It may at most replace spins by gra
~blocks! of spins in the configurations described by us.

Throughout this paper we take into account the spin str
ture only of the first~uppermost! atomic layer. This is suffi-
cient to study all the symmetries of~001! and~110! surfaces
both in the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic phases. Fo
~111! surface it is necessary to recognize the atomic p
tions ~but not the spins! in the second layer for the sam
purpose. For the sake of completeness we also prese
study of ~111! surfaces without this extension. However,
the antiferromagnetic phase, the spin structure of the sec
and deeper layers plays a role in determining the symm
of the surface. This is presented in this paper using the~001!
surface as an example. For the~110! and ~111! surfaces it
will be published elsewhere.37 These structures can serve
simple models for deriving predictions for more complicat

FIG. 1. Spin configurations of an fcc~001! surface. Except for
confs ferro4 and o–r, the arrows always indicate in-plane directi
of the spins. In confs ferro4 and o–r(( ^ ) denote spins pointing
along the positive~negative! z direction, respectively.

FIG. 2. Top view of a spin structure on a~001! surface. The
dashed line depicts a conventional unit cell, while the solid o
outlines the primitive unit cell.
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he
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cases, while the full consideration of the second layer wo
not bring any new interesting results. Taking into account
spin structure of the second layer~deeper layers do not bring
up anything new to the analysis! results in creating severa
@up to two for the~001! surface and three for the~111! sur-
face# configurations out of each one addressed here by
The symmetry of these configurations may remain the sa
or be lowered~sometimes even below the symmetry of t
ferromagnetic phase! with respect to the ‘‘two-dimensional’’
configurations they are generated from. Consequently
distinction of the configurations from each other may be li
ited, but the possibility of detecting the magnetic phase is
severely affected. Also our remarks on domain imaging
main valid. However the number of domains is increas
thus the possibility to identify each of them might be ha
pered.

Consequently, one can state that the symmetry of an
surface depends on two atomic layers. They are also ne
sary ~and sufficient! to define AF bulk domains. As will be
presented in our results, SHG can probe both these layer
AF surfaces.

A. Equivalent atoms

The predicted nonlinear magneto-optical effects res
from the fact that the magnetic point groups of antiferroma
netic configurations are different from those describing pa

s

e

FIG. 3. Spin structure of an antiferromagnetic~001! bilayer con-
structed from a shift of the monolayer along the positivex(y) axis.
Filled ~empty! circles represent the topmost~second! layer. On the
right-hand side the conventional unit cells for the resulting bila
structure are presented. Here, conf a of the~001! monolayer serves
as an example.

FIG. 4. Spin configurations of an fcc~110! surface. Except for
confs ferro3, g, h, and i, the arrows always indicate in-plane dir
tions of the spins. In confs ferro3, g, h, and i( ( ^ ) denote spins
pointing along the positive~negative! z direction, respectively.
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magnetic or ferromagnetic phases of the same surface. S
depending on the magnetic phase, different tensor elem
vanish, it is possible to detect antiferromagnetism optica
by varying the polarization of the incoming light.

The current subsection discusses nonvanishing elem
of the nonlinear susceptibility tensor for an fcc crystal co
sisting of only one kind of magnetic atoms. The influence
nonmagnetic atoms in the material will be discussed la
The configurations considered here are ferro1, ferro2, fer
a, b, c, e, f, i, k, m, o, p, and r for the~001! surface~see Fig.
1!, ferro1, ferro3, ferro5, a, c, f, i, and k for the~111! surface
~see Fig. 5!, and all configurations depicted in Fig. 4 for th
~110! surface. Other depicted spin structures form doma
of these configurations and are not referred to in this sub
tion nor in the tables concerning the current subsection.38

All possible configurations~confs! of a fcc ~001! surface
are shown in Fig. 1, which displays the conventional rat
than magnetic unit cells. However, these are sufficient to
the spin configuration of the whole surface imposing of
following ‘‘convention’’: the fcc surface is constructed from
the depicted plaquette in the way that neighboring sp
along thex andy directions point the same way~alternate! if
they are parallel~antiparallel! on the plaquette in these tw
directions. The spins in rows and columns where only o
spin is presented are continued in the same way as the co
spins. For instance, in configuration~a! of the ~001! surface,

FIG. 5. Spin configurations of an fcc~111! surface. Except for
confs ferro5, k, l, and m, the arrows always indicate in-plane dir
tions of the spins. In confs ferro5, k, l, and m( ( ^ ) denote spins
pointing along the positive~negative! z direction, respectively.

FIG. 6. Structure of the~001! and~111! surfaces of a fcc crysta
with a rhombohedral distortion in the paramagnetic phase. Note
changed orientation of the coordinate system for the~001! surface.
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both the right-hand side and left-hand side neighbors of
‘‘central’’ spin will point upwards, while the spin direction
will be alternated along thex axis. This convention will be
maintained henceforth@for a ~111! surface one has to alter o
keep the spins along three axes, instead of two#. The smallest
set that gives a complete idea about the spin structur
presented in Fig. 2;39 this ‘‘magnetic primitive cell’’ does not
give a clear picture of the crystal symmetries, however. T
whole crystal lattice can be reproduced by translations of
cell, without performing other operations such as reflectio
or rotations.

The SHG response types for the~001! monolayer are
given in Table II, for the paramagnetic, ferromagnetic, a
all AF phases. We can observe several sets of allowed te
elements. Configuration r will produce the same signal as
paramagnetic phase. Configuration ferro1 reveals a c
pletely different, distinguishable set of tensor elements.
addition, conf ferro2 produces another set of tensor eleme
different from any other configuration. It is equivalent to th
conf ferro1 rotated by 45°. In confs a, b, e, and o we find
same tensor elements as for the paramagnetic phase. H
ever, due to the lower symmetry, their values are no lon
related to each other. Configurations c and f bring new ten
elements, thus allowing for the distinction of these con
from the previous ones. Configurations i, k, m, p reveal
same tensor elements as c and f but some of these elem
are related. Thus one may possibly distinguish these two
of configurations. Configurations ferro4 presents a co
pletely different, distinguishable set of the nonvanishing te
sor elements. Consequently, in six configurations~i.e., c, f, i,
k, m, and p! some susceptibility tensor elements appear o
in the AF phase, allowing for the detection of this phase
varying the incident light polarization, as will be outlined
Sec. IV. In addition, all other antiferromagnetic configur
tions but r reveal the breakdown of some of the relatio
between the different tensor elements, compared to the p

-

e

FIG. 7. Surface structure of the nonequivalent magnetic ato
case in the paramagnetic phase. Pictures present the~001!, ~110!,
and~111! surfaces, respectively. Filled and empty circles repres
the two kinds of magnetic atoms. Note, the fragment represen
the ~111! surface does not show the conventional unit cell bu
bigger set of atoms in order to give a clear idea about the sur
structure.

FIG. 8. Surface structures of the case with a distorted oxy
sublattice~white circles!. Pictures present the paramagnetic pha
of ~001!, ~110!, and~111! surfaces, respectively. Note, the fragme
representing the~111! surface does not show the conventional u
cell but a bigger set of atoms in order to give a clear idea about
surface structure.
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magnetic phase, and thus can be detected as well. Gene
all the phases can be distinguished from each other. T
exists as well a possibility to distinguish different AF co
figurations provided the corresponding tensor elements
be singled out by the proper choice of the experimental
ometry.

For the sake of completeness, we now present a s
study of the~001! surface where the spin structure of the tw
topmost atomic layers is taken into account. The param
netic phase and all the ferromagnetic configurations rem
unchanged with respect to the results of the previous p
graph@for the ~001! monolayer#. However, most of the AF
configurations previously addressed break up into two dif
ent configurations~sometimes even with a different symm
try!. These configurations are constructed from those of
previous paragraph by assuming that the structure of the
ond atomic layer is identical with that of the topmost one b
shifted along the positivex axis ~indicated by x after the
name of the original configuration! or positivey axis ~indi-
cated by y after the name of the ‘‘parent’’ configuration! in a
proper way to form a fcc structure; if only one configurati
can be produced in this way we use the name of the orig
one. This construction is depicted in Fig. 3, along with t
corresponding conventional unit cells for the two topm
layers of the AF fcc~001! surface. The resulting SHG re
sponse types are presented in Table III. In general, se
types of response are possible. Firstly, the paramagn
phase reveals a characteristic set of tensor elements. Th
can be unambiguously distinguished from any other m
netic phase. Secondly, confs ferro1, ax, ox, bx, by, ex, and
bring some additional tensor elements into play. The sym
try of confs ax and ox is slightly different from that of th
rest of this group, since the mirror plane is rotated by 9
around thez axis. A different set of tensor elements
brought up by confs ferro2, i, m, and p. The difference b
tween the response yielded by conf i and the other conf
this group, due to a slightly different symmetry, can be co
pensated by rotating the sample by 90° around thez axis.
Another, characteristic set of tensor elements is presente
conf ferro4 alone. The fifth type of SHG response is given
confs ay, oy, and r. Tensor elements, that do not vanis
these configurations, are the same as for the paramag
phase but some relations between them are broken due
lower symmetry in the AF phase. Configurations cx, fx, a

TABLE II. SHG response for all spin configurations of th
~001! surface of a fcc lattice~Ref. 48!. For the detailed description
of the response types see Table I. The configurations are depict
Fig. 1.

Configuration Key~response type!

para a
ferro1 b
ferro2 c
ferro4 d
AF:
a, b, e, o e
c, f f
i, k, m, p g
r a
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fy yield all tensor elements in an unrelated way. The la
characteristic type of response is presented by conf k alo
Consequently, the detection possibilities of an antiferrom
netic bilayer are slightly worse than those for a monolay
Especially, a difficulty in distinguishing the ferromagnet
phase from the antiferromagnetic one may arise for so
configurations where then the combination of SHG with l
ear magneto-optics is definitely required. There exists a p
sibility to distinguish AF configurations from each othe
similarly to the previous situation. In most configuration
the difference~in terms of the SHG response! between the
bilayer structure described here and the previously addre
~001! monolayer can be detected.

We now turn to the~110! surface~Fig. 4!, which, in the
paramagnetic phase, reveals a lower symmetry than the~001!
surface. On the other hand, the number of symmetry op
tions in the AF configurations is comparable to the~001!
surface. In addition, as shown in Table IV, the resulting SH
response types are not very characteristic, so the detec
possibilities for this surface are very limited. In particula
confs a, b, c, g, h, i, j, k, and l give the same tensor eleme
as the paramagnetic phase. Configurations d, e, f, and fe
bring new tensor elements. Other ferromagnetic configu
tions ~ferro1 and ferro2! present different sets of new tens
elements, making these configurations distinguishable fr
the others as well as from each other. Configuration fer
yields a completely different set of tensor elements, howe
this set is related to the one of conf ferro1 by 90° rotatio

The study of the~111! surface ~see Fig. 5! has to be
separated in two subcases, according to whether we take
account only one atomic monolayer or more. In both su
cases, we consider the same configurations. The SHG
sponse types for the first subcase are listed in Table V,
for the second subcase in Table VI. For thefirst subcase,
confs a, i, and k reveal the same tensor elements as the
magnetic phase, however, due to the lower symmetry t
values are not related to each other. Configurations c a
present new tensor elements. As for the previous surfa
the ferromagnetic phase reveals completely different set
tensor elements, and the three ferromagnetic configurat
can be distinguished from each other since they bring dif

in

TABLE III. SHG response for all spin configurations of th
~001! surface of a fcc lattice, with the spin structure of the seco
layer taken into account. For the detailed description of the
sponse types see Table I. For the configurations see Fig. 1.

Configuration Key~response type!

para a
ferro1 b
ferro2 c
ferro4 d
AF:
ax, ox h
ay, oy, r e
bx, by, ex, ey b
c, fx, fy i
i j
k f
m, p c
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ent tensor elements into play. Unlike for the~110! surface,
the axesx and y are not topologically equivalent, and thu
the fact that tensor elements of ferro1 are related to thos
ferro3 by 90° rotation does not affect the possibility to d
tinguish these two configurations. The ferromagnetic c
ferro5 brings up the same tensor elements as AF confs c
f, but the relations between the elements are different.
secondsubcase~more layers taken into account! gives dif-
ferent sets of allowed tensor elements~compared to the firs
subcase! for each but the ferro3 configuration. Configur
tions a, i, k, and ferro3 share the same set of allowed ten
elements and can be easily distinguished from the param
netic phase. Configurations c, f, and ferro1 reveal all ten
elements, with their values unrelated. Similarly, conf ferr
presents another, distinguishable set of tensor elements.
possibility of distinguishing the magnetic phases is rat
limited.

The symmetry analysis of nonvanishing tensor eleme
for ferromagnetic surfaces in the case A have been
formed by Panet al.10 Our analysis yields the same resul
taking into account the corrections made by Hu¨bner and
Bennemann.40

B. Distortions of monoatomic lattice

The rhombohedral distortion of the atomic lattice, d
scribed here and shown in Fig. 6, makes thex andy axes of
the ~001! surface inequivalent, even in the paramagne
phase. On the~111! surface, they axis is not equivalent any
longer to other axes connecting the nearest neighb

TABLE IV. SHG response for all spin configurations of th
~110! surface of a fcc lattice~Ref. 48!. For the detailed description
of the response types see Table I. The configurations are depict
Fig. 4.

Configuration Key~response type!

para k
ferro1 l
ferro2 m
ferro3 n
ferro4 o
AF:
a, b, c, g–l k
d, e, f n

TABLE V. SHG response for all spin configurations of th
~111! surface of a fcc lattice~Ref. 48!. Only one monolayer is taken
into account. For the detailed description of the response types
Table I. The configurations are depicted in Fig. 5.

Configuration Key~response type!

para p
ferro1 l
ferro3 o
ferro5 q
AF:
a, i, k k
c, f n
of
-
f
nd
e

or
g-

or
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r

ts
r-
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namelyS(xy) and S(2xy) ~for the definition of the ‘‘S’’ and
‘‘H’’ axes see Fig. 5, the paramagnetic conf!. These in-
equivalences of axes are the reasons for the reduction o
number of symmetry operations in the paramagnetic ph
Because of this reduction some spin structures that pr
ously formed different domains of a single configurati
now cannot be transformed into each other and become
dependent’’ configurations. This happens for almost all
the previously addressed configurations of the~001! and
~111! surfaces. Consequently, all the depicted spin structu
are in fact configurations, and are addressed in this sub
tion.

The resulting SHG response types for the~001! surface
are listed in Table VII. For this surface, only two of th
ferromagnetic configurations, namely ferro1 and ferro2 c
be easily distinguished from both the paramagnetic as we
the antiferromagnetic phases. These ferromagnetic confi
rations can be also distinguished from each other. On
contrary, all the AF configurations yield only two types
response, and in addition one of them is equivalent to
response of the paramagnetic phase. Consequently, it
not be possible to determine the surface spin structure,
the distinction of the AF phase from the paramagnetic o
can be successfully performed only in confs a–h and
Compared to the case A, there is an important symme
breaking for most configurations. Thus, the distinction b
tween the two cases~A and B! is possible~compare Tables II
and VII!.

All the ~110! surfaces of an fcc crystal with a rhomboh
dral distortion are topographically equivalent to the~110!
surface of the case A. The distortion only stretches thex or y
axis, so the structure remains rectangular.

The analysis of the~111! surface~depicted in Fig. 6! in
the subcase of only one monolayer reveals sets of sym
tries very similar to the~110! surface, as it follows from
Table VIII. In fact, the~111! surface of a fcc crystal with a
rhombohedral distortion can be treated as two rectang
lattices superimposed on each other. In turn, due to the
tortion, it is not convenient any longer to describe the s
structures using ‘‘S’’ and ‘‘H’’ axes. The possibility of dis
tinguishing AF configurations is very poor, and two of th
AF configurations~a and k! yield the same signal as th
paramagnetic surface. In confs b–j, l, and m the AF ph
can be distinguished from the paramagnetic one, but t
give the same signal as conf ferro5. Configuration ferro2
be easily distinguished since it reveals a characteristic se

in

ee

TABLE VI. SHG response for all spin configurations of th
~111! surface of a fcc lattice~Ref. 48!. More monolayers are taken
into account. For the detailed description of the response types
Table I. The configurations are depicted in Fig. 5.

Configuration Key~response type!

para r
ferro1 s
ferro3 t
ferro5 u
AF:
a, i, k t
c, f u
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~all! tensor elements. Configurations ferro1 and ferro3 yi
different sets of tensor elements, but they are related to e
other by 90° rotation. Most of the configurations allow f
the distinction of the cases A and B~compare Tables V and
VIII !.

In the subcase of two monolayers of the~111! surface, the
symmetry is dramatically reduced~see Table IX!. Even in
the paramagnetic phase the group of symmetries consis
only one nontrivial operation, and this appears to occur a
in the AF configurations a, i, k, and ferro3. In all the oth
configurations all tensor elements are allowed due to the
of any symmetry. Only confs paramagnetic and ferro5 all
for the unambiguous distinction of the cases A and B~com-
pare Tables VI and IX!. Consequently, this surface is n
very useful to an analysis of the magnetic structure, with
exception of stating the distortion itself.

As the conclusion of the case of the distorted sublattice
magnetic atoms, the surfaces give extremely limited po
bilities to investigate the magnetic properties. In our furth
study, we will limit ourselves to lattices of undistorted ma
netic atoms.

C. Structure with nonequivalent magnetic atoms

We assume now that not all the magnetic atoms in the
are equivalent. An example of such a structure is a mate
composed of two magnetic elements, but also a situa
when the magnetic lattice sites are inequivalent due to

TABLE VII. SHG response for all spin configurations of th
~001! surface of a fcc lattice, distorted to a rhombohedral structu
For a detailed description of the response types see Table I. Fo
surface structure see Fig. 6, for the spin configurations see Fig

Configuration Key~response type!

para k
ferro1 m
ferro2 o
ferro3 l
ferro4 n
AF:
a, b–h, o n
i– n, p–r k

TABLE VIII. SHG response for all spin configurations of th
~111! surface of a fcc lattice, distorted to a rhombohedral structu
Only one monolayer is taken into account. For the detailed desc
tion of the response types see Table I. For the surface structur
Fig. 6, for the spin configurations see Fig. 5.

Configuration Key~response type!

para k
ferro1, ferro4 l
ferro2 m
ferro3 o
ferro5 n
AF:
a, k k
b–j, l, m n
d
ch

of
o

ck

e

f
i-
r

ll
al
n
f-

ferent bonds to a nonmagnetic sublattice; distortions of
sublattice of nonmagnetic atoms that preserve the cente
two-dimensional inversion produce the same effect. Ot
distortions of the sublattice of nonmagnetic atoms will
discussed in Sec. III D. The magnetic moment at the dis
guished positions can be changed or not—this does not a
the results obtained by symmetry analysis. The configu
tions considered here are ferro1, ferro2, ferro4, a, b, c, e,
k, m, o, p, and r for the~001! surface~see Fig. 1!, ferro1,
ferro3, ferro5, a, c, f, i, and k for the~111! surface~see Fig.
5!, and all configurations depicted in Fig. 4 for the~110!
surface. Other depicted spin structures form domains of th
configurations and are not referred to in this subsection
in the tables concerning the current subsection.

The structure is depicted in Fig. 7. For the sake of brev
we show the structure of the distinguished atoms only for
paramagnetic phase. All the configurations are the same
case A, for all surface orientations. The already mention
‘‘convention’’ of alternating~or not! spin directions along
certain axes is applied regardless of the atom type. This
lows us to obtain the whole crystal surface from the sm
displayed fragment.

Our analysis starts with the~001! surface of an fcc crystal
The SHG response types for each configuration are liste
Table X. In general, we can observe seven types of respo
The first of them is represented by the paramagnetic ph
alone. The second type of response, exhibited by the fe
magnetic ferro1 and the AF a, b, e, o confs, differs from a
other type by some tensor elements. Configurations a an
reveal different tensor elements than the other configurat
from the mentioned group. However, the signal from conf
and o is the same as for confs b, e, and ferro1 if one
changes the axesx andy. Thus, if the directions of the spin
cannot be determined by another method, confs a an
cannot be distinguished from b, e, and ferro1. The next t
consists of conf f and reveals all tensor elements, while
relations between them are enforced by the symmetry an
sis. A completely different type of response is presented
conf c alone. Another type, where confs i, m, and p belo
brings the same tensor elements as conf c, but there e
more relations between the elements due to a higher sym
try in these configurations. The next type is given by co
ferro2 and k. As in conf f all the tensor elements are pres
but this time there are some relations between them. In
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TABLE IX. SHG response for all spin configurations of th
~111! surface of a fcc lattice, distorted to a rhombohedral structu
More monolayers are taken into account. For the detailed desc
tion of the response types see Table I. For the surface structure
Fig. 6, for the spin configurations see Fig. 5.

Configuration Key~response type!

para t
ferro1, ferro2, ferro4, ferro5 s
ferro3 t
AF:
a, i, k s
b–h, j, l, m t
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dition, confs r and ferro4 yield a completely new set of te
sor elements due to the preserved fourfold rotational sym
try.

Thus, assuming one atom as distinguished may reduce
symmetry. New tensor elements appear in confs a, b, e,
o, and r compared to case A~compare Tables II and X!. In
these configurations it is therefore possible to distinguish
cases of equivalent and nonequivalent magnetic atoms,
vided the tensor elements that make the cases different
be singled out by the experimental geometry. There ex
also a possibility to distinguish different AF configuratio
in case C. The antiferromagneticphasecan be undoubtedly
detected in the surface configurations c, f, i, m, and p.

For the~110! surface, there are more possibilities to d
tinguish the configurations with nonequivalent magnetic
oms than in the case A. However, the configurations s
produce ambiguous signals~see Table XI!. Configuratons b,
c, h, i, k, and l are equivalent to the paramagnetic pha
Configuration a is equivalent to the ferromagnetic ferr
configuration, and configuration d to ferro2. In additio
confs e, f, and g are equivalent to the conf ferro3 and co
gives the same signal as conf ferro4. Even the presenc
nonequivalent atomic sites in the lattice cannot be dete
by SHG on this surface, since the symmetry of the~110!
surface is usually not lowered further by the existence
equivalent magnetic sites~compare Tables IV and XI!. The
only exceptions are confs a, d, g, and j which give differe
tensor elements in the two cases. As in the case of equiva
atoms, the~110! surface is not very useful for the analysis

The study of the~111! surface must again be divided i
the two subcases of one or more monolayers, respectiv
Figure 7 depicts the situation in the paramagnetic phase.
SHG response types are listed in Tables XII and XIII for t
first and the second subcase, respectively.

In the first subcase~one monolayer! the symmetry estab
lishes six different types of nonlinear response. The ‘‘pa
magnetic’’ type~for the paramagnetic configuration only! is
characteristic—all the other configurations have additio
tensor elements. The next type of response~the ferromag-
netic conf ferro1 and the antiferromagnetic conf a! brings
some new tensor elements. Other tensor elements appe

TABLE X. SHG response for all spin configurations of th
~001! surface of a fcc lattice, with one atom distinguished. For
detailed description of the response types see Table I. For the
face arrangement see Fig. 7. For the configurations see Fig. 1

Configuration Key~response type!

para a
ferro1 b
ferro2 c
ferro4 d
AF:
a, o h
b, e b
c f
f i
i, m, p e
k j
r d
-
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he
k,
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conf k. Configurations ferro3 and i show another set of no
vanishing tensor elements. Configurations c and f revea
tensor elements in an unrelated way. In addition, conf fer
presents a characteristic set of tensor elements.

In the second subcase, only four different SHG respon
are possible. First, the paramagnetic phase is characteris
all the other configurations bring additional tensor eleme
into play. The next type of response is presented by co
ferro3 and i—they yield some additional tensor elemen
Configurations ferro1, a, c, f, and k reveal all tensor eleme
and no relations between them appear from our symm
analysis. Again, conf ferro5 presents a unique set of non
nishing tensor elements.

Consequently, for the~111! surface, the symmetry break
ing due to the presence of a second kind of magnetic at
has even more important consequences than for the~001!
surface. In the situation of only one monolayer, the distin
tion between the cases may be possible for all the AF c
figurations~compare Tables V and XII!. Considering addi-
tional layers leads to further symmetry breaking and rend
the distinction between the configurations impossible. T
distinction between the cases A and C is possible in con
and k ~compare Tables VI and XIII!. Besides, in most con

e
ur-

TABLE XI. SHG response for all spin configurations of th
~110! surface of a fcc lattice, with one atom distinguished. F
detailed description of response types see Table I. For the sur
arrangement see Fig. 7. For the configurations see Fig. 4.

Configuration Key~response type!

para k
ferro1 l
ferro2 m
ferro3 n
ferro4 o
AF:
a l
b, c, h, i, k, l k
d 1m
e, f, g n
j o

TABLE XII. SHG response for all spin configurations of th
~111! surface of a fcc lattice, with one atom distinguished. Only o
monolayer is taken into account. For the detailed description of
response types see Table I. For the surface arrangement see F
For the configurations see Fig. 5.

Configuration Key~response type!

para p
ferro1 l
ferro3 o
ferro5 q
AF:
a l
c, f m
i o
k n
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figurations it is possible to decide if these additional lay
play any role~compare Tables XII and XIII!.

D. Distorted oxygen sublattice

Due to the strong charge transfer between nickel and o
gen in NiO the sublattices may be distorted. This effect c
lower the symmetry of the surface. A point-charge mo
calculation by Iguchi and Nakatsugawa41 presented a shift o
the oxygen sublattice~‘‘rumpling’’ ! in the direction perpen-
dicular to the surface. Their method did not show any
plane displacement and thus no change of the surface s
metry. However, if the ‘‘rumpling’’ also has an in-plan
component, i.e., if the oxygen atoms are displaced also in
x andy directions, it will also have a considerable effect
the symmetry of the crystal surface. For this paper, we h
chosen a distortion that can lower the symmetry of the s
face and besides can be represented within one convent
unit cell. The configurations considered here are ferr
ferro2, ferro4, a, b, c, e, f, i, k, m, o, p, and r for the~001!
surface~see Fig. 1!, ferro1, ferro3, ferro5, a, c, f, i, and k fo
the ~111! surface~see Fig. 5!, and all configurations depicte
in Fig. 4 for the~110! surface. Other depicted spin structur
form domains of these configurations and are not referre
in this subsection nor in the tables concerning the curr
subsection.

As will be shown later, the best conditions for the dete
tion of this kind of distortion are presented by the~110!
surface. The~111! surface could show equally good poss
bilities if only a monolayer of magnetic atoms is present.

In the presence of an oxygen sublattice distortion,
chemical unit cell is also doubled. This effectively mea
that magnetic unit-cell-doubling~describing the fact that the
magnetic unit cell is twice as big as the chemical one! is
lifted. In general, taking into account distorted oxygen ato
in the paramagnetic phase does not lower the symmetr
the problem. The exception is the~111! surface, where the
sixfold axis is replaced by the threefold one.

In the case of the distorted oxygen sublattice, the sym
try group for each configuration is a subgroup of the cor
sponding ‘‘nondistorted’’ configuration, i.e., of the corr
sponding spin configuration in the case where the oxy
atoms are not considered. As in case C we display only
paramagnetic phase in Fig. 8 to depict the atom positio

TABLE XIII. SHG response for all spin configurations of th
~111! surface of a fcc lattice, with one atom distinguished. Mo
monolayers are taken into account. For the detailed descriptio
the response types see Table I. For the surface arrangement se
7. For the configurations see Fig. 5.

Configuration Key~response type!

para 3r
ferro1 s
ferro3 t
ferro5 u
AF:
a, c, f, k s
i t
s

y-
n
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All the spin configurations are the same as for the cor
sponding surfaces in case A, and the spins are assumed
equivalent.

As Table XIV shows, six different responses can be e
pected from the~001! surface. The paramagnetic surface w
give a characteristic response. The second group is for
by confs a, b, e, o, and ferro1. Although confs a and o h
elements different from the remaining configurations in t
group, this fact corresponds simply to rotating the sample
90° with respect to thez axis. Configurations c and f revea
all tensor elements without relations between them. Confi
rations ferro2, i, k, and m reveal all tensor elements w
some relations. The only difference between conf m and o
ers from this group is like for the previous group a 9
rotation with respect to thez axis. Another group consists o
conf p alone. It reveals the same tensor elements as the p
magnetic phase, but certain relations between tensor
ments are broken due to a lower symmetry of conf p. C
figurations r and ferro3 form the last group. All th
configurations but k and ferro3 can be distinguished fr
those of case A~compare Tables II and XIV!. However, only
confs c and g can be distinguished from case C~compare
Tables X and XIV!. Thus, only in these configurations will i
be possible to detect oxygen sublattice distortions by SH

The SHG response types for the~110! surface are pre-
sented in Table XV. One can observe that only configu
tions c, f and i give rise to new~compared to case A, Tabl
IV ! tensor elements. Compared to case C~Table XI!, confs c,
f, and i bring new tensor elements, and, surprisingly, con
and g have less tensor elements, due to higher symmetri
case D. Consequently, confs a, c, f, g, and i allow for
unambiguous determination of the oxygen sublattice dis
tion from the~110! surface. The possibility of distinguishin
different configurations is rather limited.

Oxygen sublattice distortion similar to the one presen
in Fig. 8 for a ~111! surface was found by Renaudet al.42

and calculated by Gillan43 in M2O3 materials (M5Al, Fe).
Since the nonmagnetic sublattice symmetry group has an
fluence on SHG this distortion can be detected also on
faces of fcc crystals. In the previous cases A and C we

of
Fig.

TABLE XIV. SHG response for all spin configurations of th
~001! surface of a fcc lattice, with a distortion of oxygen sublattic
For the detailed description of the response types see Table I.
the surface arrangement see Fig. 8. For the configurations see
1.

Configuration Key~response type!

para a
ferro1 b
ferro2 c
ferro4 d
AF:
a, o h
b, e b
c, f i
i, k c
m j
p e
r d
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vided the study of ~111! surfaces in two subcase
considering either one or more atomic layers. Taking i
account a distorted oxygen sublattice leads us immediate
the subcase of ‘‘more atomic layers.’’ It is caused by the f
that the oxygen and magnetic atoms belong to mutually
clusive planes. The resulting SHG response types are li
in Table XVI. For the AF and ferromagnetic phases, all te
sor elements are allowed for every configuration. Thus S
cannot detect the magnetic phase of the surface nor di
guish different configurations. Only confs paramagne
ferro3, ferro5 and d allow us to decide unambiguou
whether the oxygen sublattice is distorted or not~compare
Tables VI, XIII, and XVI!.

For both the ~001! and ~111! surfaces, the symmetr
groups of case D appear to be the subgroups of the co
sponding configurations of case C. This means that the o
gen sublattice distortion makes some~one half of all! mag-
netic atoms distinguished as in case C, even though we
not apply this distinction explicitly in case D. On the oth
hand, the symmetry groups of case D differ essentially fr
those of case B. This is caused by the difference in dis
tions assumed in these cases: the rhombohedral one in ca
and the rotationlike in case D.

E. Domain imaging

For simplicity, we will consider here only surfaces d
scribed hitherto by the case A of our analysis. In this ca
for AF surfaces, no 180° domains can be expected due to

TABLE XV. SHG response for all spin configurations of th
~110! surface of a fcc lattice, with oxygen sublattice distorted. F
the detailed description of the response types see Table I. Fo
surface arrangement see Fig. 8. For the configurations see Fig

Configuration Key~response type!

para k
ferro1 l
ferro2 m
ferro3 n
ferro4 o
AF:
a, b, g, h, k, l k
c o
d, e, i, j n
f m

TABLE XVI. SHG response for all spin configurations of th
~111! surface of a fcc lattice, with oxygen sublattice distorted. F
the detailed description of the response types see Table I. Fo
surface arrangement see Fig. 8. For the configurations see Fig

Configuration Key~response type!

para u
ferro1, ferro3 w
ferro5 u
AF:
All confs w
o
to
t

x-
ed
-
G
in-
,

y

re-
y-

id

r-
e B

e,
he

presence of magnetic unit-cell doubling. The allowed d
mains can be detected by surface-sensitive SHG under
following two conditions.

First, domains can be imaged by our method only if th
manifest themselves at the surface, i.e., if the surface
ordering changes while passing from one domain
another.44 It is necessary to note, however, that the spin
derings for different domains must belong to the samecon-
figuration in the sense of our classification. We do not co
sider it as a domain structure if one portion of the surface
in one configuration and another portion is in a differe
configuration. Under such conditions, we can encounter
different types of domains: 90° domains@for the ~111! sur-
face they are rather 60° domains#, resulting from the rota-
tions around thez axis, and the second type~called by us
mirror domains, characteristic for antiferromagnets!, where
spins point along the same axis in all domains, but the
dering is still different ~they are no 180° domains!. The
tables contain complete information about the parity of te
sor elements in mirror-domain operations, and also
90°-type domains, but not for 60° domains. The 90°-ty
domains will be addressed later on. In the mirror-dom
structure, the magnetic point group describing the configu
tion must lack an operation that, while belonging to the~non-
magnetic! point group of the systemand leaving the spin
axes invariant, only flips some of the spins. Note, the flipp
subset of the spins must be antiferromagnetically ordere
itself. Configurations, the symmetry groups of whichlack
one of these operations can reveal surface domains, relat
each other by this operation.

For an illustration we choose configuration c of the~001!
surface~see Fig. 1!. The spins point along thex axis. Thus
operations leaving the axis invariant are 2x̄ , 2̄y , and 2z . Of
them, 2̄x and 2̄y are absent in the magnetic point group of t
considered configuration~see Table II, conf c, and Table I!.
The flipped subset of spins consists of the four outer sp
for the 2̄x operation, and of the central spin for 2ȳ @see Figs.
9~b! and 9~c!, respectively#. In fact, there are two domain
possible in this configuration: one with the spins kept inva
ant under translations by the vector (2a/2,a/2,0) ~this do-
main is shown! and the other with the spins kept invaria
under translations by the vector (a/2,a/2,0). Here,a denotes
the lattice constant. These domains are depicted in Fig.

The second condition for domain imaging is an interfe
ence. It can be created internally by different elements of
tensorx (2v) or by external reference~Refs. 45 and 46!. The
interfering elements should be of a similar magnitude for
largest possible image contrast. Group theory, however, c
not account for the amplitudes. With external as well as
ternal reference, a tensor element that changes its sign u
the reversal of the antiferromagnetic order parameterL is
necessary. Actually, everyL dependence ofx (2v) can be

FIG. 9. Two surface mirror domains for an AF configuration
panels b and c depict the same AF domain, related to the panel
different mirror operations.
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represented by splitting the tensor elements into odd
even ones inL ; even if a tensor element is not purely odd
even we can always decompose it according to

x i jk
(2v)5x i jk

(2v),odd1x i jk
(2v),even, ~5!

i.e., a tensor element consists of parts which are odd
even inL , respectively. In a system with many terms of th
kind the possibility of detecting domains may be limite
since they can influence the signal with opposite sign, t
diminishing the interference. In highly symmetric structur
such as an fcc crystal, the situation is more comfortab
every tensor element is either odd or even inL ~see the
Appendix!. By the appropriate set of experiments an elem
can be singled out and gives a clear image of AF domai

As an example we consider tensor elements that
present in all the phases, e.g.,xzzz

(2v) : they are even in the
magnetic order parametersL and M , for the AF and ferro-
magnetic phases, respectively. The tensor elementxzxy

(2v) ,
present, for example, in the previously discussed conf c
the~001! surface~see Fig. 9!, is odd, since it changes its sig
under the operation 2x̄ transforming one domain into an
other. For other configurations other tensor elements and
erations can be found. In the discussed configuration b
these elements are present, we have intensity contribut
proportional to (xzzz

(2v))2, (xzxy
(2v))2, andxzzz

(2v)
•xzxy

(2v) , due to
the square in Eq.~2!. As a result, one obtains an interferen

I p;•••1~xzzz
(2v)!21~xzxy

(2v)!262xzzz
(2v)

•xzxy
(2v)1•••, ~6!

where1 stands for one domain,2for a different one.
Now, we turn to the 90° domain structure. Again, we ta

conf c of the ~001! surface as an example. The operati
connecting the domains is 4z . Under this operation, the ten
sor elementxzxy

(2v) changes its sign, thus again we have
interference which renders the domain imaging possi
This tensor element is even in the domain operationx̄y

~which is equivalent to the superposition of 2x̄ and 4z),
which means that domains related to each other by this
eration cannot be imaged using this particular tensor
ment. Similarly, if a tensor element is odd in one doma
operation and even in another, it must be odd in their sup
position. Concerning the 60° domains for~111! surfaces, the
parity of the tensor elements must be treated more caref
as indicated already in Ref. 36. We can still define th
‘‘twofold’’ operations, and each of them has its own set
odd and even tensor elements. The sets corresponding t
different operations are not mutually exclusive, i.e., a ten
element is usually shared among different parities. In t
way, this tensor can be positive in one domain, negative
the second, and zero in the third one. Thus, the existenc
a well-defined parity of tensor elements is necessary for
main imaging, but not sufficient for the 60° and 120° doma
structures.

This unleashes an interesting question of the antife
magnetic order parameter. There are as many order pa
eters as different domain structures for a given configurat
For 60° and 120° domain structures, the AF order param
must be a vector, while for mirror domains it a number. F
90° domains it can be also a number, since there are
d
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two 90° domains. The vectorial order parameter transfor
itself under the domain operation like a usual vector.

It is necessary to mention at this point that taking in
account the spin structure in thesecond layerwould not
change the validity of the analysis presented in this subs
tion. The only modifications would result from addressi
bulk domains rather than surface domains, and the symm
of the AF configurations would be changed. Yet it would s
be possible to find domain operations as well as odd
even tensor elements leading to interference and AF dom
contrast. However, the possibility of identifying each of t
domains may be limited in some cases due to the increa
number of domains.

IV. POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS

In this section, we propose and discuss possible exp
mental setups for the detection of AF configuration and
imaging of AF domains from low-index surfaces of NiO th
exhibit magnetic unit-cell doubling in contrast to bu
Cr2O3.1,21 We propose an experimental setup for thedetec-
tion of antiferromagnetism in the following way: both th
incident and reflected beams may lie in thexz plane~optical
plane!, and form the angleq with the z axis ~normal to the
sample surface!. In the plane perpendicular to the outgoin
beam axis, the electric field of the second-harmonic gen
ated light has two components,Ep

(2v) andEs
(2v) , given by the

formulas

uEp
(2v)u5ucosqEx

(2v)2sinqEz
(2v)u,

uEs
(2v)u5uEy

(2v)u, ~7!

Ex
(2v) , Ey

(2v) , andEz
(2v) are the components of the electr

field resulting from SHG in the coordinate system of t
sample. The dependence of these components on the
electric field is indicated by the tensorx (2v). The aim of the
experiment is the determination of vanishing and nonvan
ing tensor elements. The easiest way to do this is to ana
the output signal intensity as a function of the input pol
ization in both output polarizationss andp, for a fixed angle
of incidence and reflection. The dependence of the ou
second-harmonic electric field on the input polarization
schematically displayed in Figs. 10~a!–10~c! for all tensor
elements. The intensity of SHG light is the square of t
linear combination of these partial responses. An exampl
the intensity dependence on the input polarization is p
sented in Fig. 10~d!. The intensity need not be symmetr
with respect tow590°, this results from the influence of th
electric field depicted in Fig. 10~c!. The coefficients of the
mentioned combination are the products of thex (2v) tensor
elements and the corresponding Fresnel coefficients, acc
ing to Eq.~2!. Thus performing a best fit of these coefficien
to the experimental results will give~after taking into ac-
count the Fresnel and geometrical coefficients, known for
given experimental geometry and material35! a set of nonva-
nishing elements of thex (2v) tensor. Thus for instance, th
magnetic phase can be determined.

Concerning another experimental geometry, with inp
polarization fixed and intensity measured as a function of
output polarization, it is possible to determine whether
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nonlinear Kerr effect takes place. For instance, with the in
polarization w590°, the output electric field is given a
follows:35

E(2v)5sinF@A2~Q!xyyy
(2v)B2~q!#

1cosF@A1~Q!xxyy
(2v)B2~q!1A3~Q!xzyy

(2v)B2~q!#.

~8!

As the result, the maximum of the intensity is forFÞ90°, if
at least one of the tensor elementsxxyy

(2v) or xzyy
(2v) does not

vanish. Actually, tensor elementxzyy
(2v) is even in all the in-

vestigated order parameters, but the tensor elementxxyy
(2v) can

be odd. For such configurations the Kerr effect~change of
polarization caused by inversion of the magnetic order

FIG. 10. Electric-field response of single tensor elements a
function of the input polarization. Tensor elementx i jk

(2v) is denoted
as ijk. Graph d! shows an example of the SHG light intensity.
t

-

rameter! takes place. Thus, it is possible to determine wh
tensor elements are associated with the spin-orbit coupli

The geometry withp polarization of the reflected SHG
light seems to be less useful, since there the tensor elem
xzzz

(2v) is always present, regardless of the configuration.
sides, this polarization mixes thexx . . .

(2v) andxz . . .
(2v) tensor el-

ements. This mixing, however, can be tuned by varying
angle of incidenceq and taking into account the influence o
the Fresnel coefficients. For smallerq only the xx . . .

(2v) ele-
ments are important, while for largerq the xz . . .

(2v) dominate.
If the experiment does not show any difference for these
situations, the tensor elements must be related. This is
possibility to distinguish the configurations with some re
tions between the tensor elements from those without s
relations. On the other hand, thep polarization is useful for
AF domainimaging. Thus one of the experimental possibil
ties is to carry out the measurements first in s polarized o
going SHG light to make sure that the material is in the A
phase and determine its spin configuration. Then a sec
measurement inp polarization can be performed for the do
main imaging.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Already a short look at the presented tables shows that
method works best if the paramagnetic phase is of high s
metry, since then a wide variety of different symmetries e
ists which may be broken by different spin configurations.
other words, there is enough room for different new ten
elements to appear along with different spin ordering un
these circumstances. In general, this is the main reason
only nonlinear optics is suited for the detection of antiferr
magnetism and the imaging of AF domains. The linear s
ceptibility tensor has too low a number of elements for the
purposes in order to produce unambiguous results. Simila
among the considered surfaces, the~110! surface is the leas
useful for the analysis as it yields ambiguous signal interp
tations due to its low symmetry in the paramagnetic pha
and, on the other hand, very similar symmetries in all the
configurations.

The ~001! and ~111! surfaces present similar possibilitie
of distinction between the cases. If more than one monola
is involved, however, the~111! surface will give the same
response in the cases A~all atoms equivalent! and C ~two
kinds of magnetic atoms!. Both the~001! and~111! surfaces
also allow for the determination of the spin structure, p
vided the case is known. The~111! surface in case D~oxy-
gen sublattice distortion! is an exception—all the AF con
figurations produce the same response. It is possi
however, to determine the phase of the material.

The case D appears to be a subgroup of the case C, i.e
the magnetic point groups describing the configurations
the case D are subgroups of the corresponding ones in
case C. The only exception is the~110! surface. This inclu-
sion means that the oxygen sublattice distortion makes s
~one half of all! magnetic atoms distinguished as in case
even though we did not apply this distinction explicitly
case D.

From the fact, that the influence of oxygen sublattice d
tortion ~case D! is not detectable in the paramagnetic a
ferromagnetic phases it follows that only antiferromagne
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ordering can give an extensive information about the str
ture of the surface. It is the magnetic atoms and their m
netism which reveal the presence and position of oxygen

Our short analysis of an AF bilayer structure@surface
~001!# indicates very similar features to the~001! monolayer.
There exists a possibility of distinguishing AF configuratio
from each other, and a certain possibility to detect the m
netic phases. Furthermore, introducing the second ato
layer does not affect the possibility to image AF domains

Concerning themagneticphases, configurations and cas
considered in this paper, somea priori information about the
structureis needed in order to draw unique conclusions fro
the experimental results. For the detection of the phase
the spin configuration this additional information is the ca
~A, B, C, D!. Vice versa, the case~for instance, a possible
distortion of the oxygen sublattice! can be determined if one
knows the configuration~and if it had been previously de
duced that the investigated material is antiferromagne!.
Actually, in most measurements of AF spin structures so
a priori knowledge is required. For example, in experime
by Fiebiget al.21 such a prerequisite is the assumption of t
AF spin-flop phase of the material. In both experimental
proaches mentioned here the~001! surface seems to provid
the best possibilities of drawing valuable conclusions, wh
the ~110! surface is the least suitable in that respect.

Finally, our paper demonstrates that the AF domain
aging is possible even in the presence of magnetic unit-
doubling. Thus optical SHG, unlike linear optics, is able
image AF surface domains. For most AF configuration
there are more than one surface domain structures. The
stating that the number of domains is equal to the numbe
symmetry operations in the paramagnetic phase divided
the number of symmetry operations in the magnetic phas
applicable also for antiferromagnets~thus, with unit-cell
doubling the number of domains is reduced by a half!. How-
ever, not all the domains can be imaged at the same tim
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APPENDIX: GROUP-THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF
MAGNETIC SYSTEMS

In this appendix, we would like to address some partic
larities of our group-theoretical analysis. The first gene
remark is that although symmetry analysis can provide
with a set of nonvanishing tensor elements for a given c
figuration, but cannot give any information about their ma
nitude. This equally applies to the distortion effects,
treated, e.g., in Ref. 29.

Another interesting issue is the behavior of the ten
elements with respect to the AF order parameterL ~for fer-
romagnetic phasesL should be replaced by the magnetiz
tion M !, i.e., the parity of tensor elements. In general,
tensor element consists of even and odd parts with respe
L , as shown in Eq.~5!. In systems with high symmetry, it is
possible to describe an operation which reversesL ~or M ! by
a spatial operationl̂ . The operationl̂ belongs to the point
group of the system, but not to its magnetic point group. T
application of this operation to a tensor element will chan
its sign~keep it invariant! if this element is odd~even! in L .
Consequently, each tensor element can be either odd or
in L , a mixed behavior is forbidden. Actually, the parity of
given tensor element is a function of the chosen operatiol̂ .
In most antiferromagnetic configurations more than one
eration leading to different domain structures are poss
~this means, more than one order parameter can be defin!.
For example, for~001! surface one has 4z rotations leading
to different domainsin addition to the eventual mirror-
structure. For the~111! surface, there are three domains r
sulting from the rotations with respect to thez axis alone. For
some configurations, they exist in addition to the mirror d
mains.

This whole analysis of the parity of the tensor eleme
cannot be performed for the systems with a lower symme
where it is impossible to find an operationl̂ describing the
inversion ofL or M , a mixed behavior is then allowed. Note
the presence of dissipation~redistribution of response fre
quencies! does not influence the above consideration. In g
eral, dissipation in frequency space is responsible for
mixing of the real and imaginary parts in the tensor eleme
while point-group symmetry governs the~non!existence of
tensor elements purely odd or even in the magnetic or
parametersL or M .
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